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Dark assassin summoners war

Overview Monster Info User Reviews The overall review is based on the review by our Experts Stats (max level 6 ★) HP Stats @ max level 6 ★ ATK Stats @ max level 6 ★ DEF Stats @ max level 6 ★ SPD Skills first skill exposes weakness to an enemy and seeks its weakness. This attack decreases
the enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 25% chance. - Lv.2 Damage +5% - Lv.3 Damage +5% - Lv.4 Harmful Effect Rate +10% - Lv.5 Damage +10% - Lv.6 Pest Effect Rate +15% Second Skill Capture Opportunity Increases Attack Power and Critical Chance for 2 Spins. You will instantly get another turn
by using this skill. (Reusable in 6 turns) - Lv.2 Cooltime Turn -1 - Lv.3 Cooltime Turn -1 Third Skill Endless Death Causes damage to an enemy and recovers a return if the enemy dies. If an enemy or ally dies when this skill is on cool, [Endless Death] will be instantly reusable again. (Reusable in 6 spins) -
Lv.2 Damage +5% - Lv.3 Damage +5% - Lv.4 Damage +10% - Lv.5 Damage +10% - Lv.6 Cooltime Turn -1 Bonus Awakened Increases Critical Rate by 15%. Summon From Source Scroll of Light &amp; Darkness Temple of Wishes Rune Commissions Runes Nuker - Rage/Blade (ATK/CD/ATK) or
Fatal/Blade(ATK/CD/CD/ATK) Personal Feedback Pro - High Damage Ouput Cons - Conditional 3 skills Dark Assassin (Isabelle) - User Reviews More Products from Dark Tackles ascer aman and looks for abilities as. This attack decreases the enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 50% chance. Multiplier:
[[ATK * 3.91]] Lv.2 Damage +5% Lv.3 Damage +5% Lv.4 Harmful Effect Rate +10% Lv.5 Damage +10% Lv.6 Harmful Effect Rate +15% Increases Attack Power and Critical Rate for 2 Spins and Instantly Gives You Another Turn. (Reusable in 5 turns) Multiplier: Lv.2 Cooltime Turn -1 Lv.3 Cooltime Turn -
1 Deals damage to an enemy and recovers a return if the enemy dies. If an enemy or ally dies when this skill is on cool, [Endless Death] will be instantly reusable again. (Reusable in 6 turns) Multiplier: [[ATK * 7.8]] Lv.2 Damage +5% Lv.3 Damage +5% Lv.4 Damage +10% Lv.5 Damage +10% Lv.3
Cooltime Turn -1 Aw aken Materials 10x Essence of Darkness (High) 20x Essence of Darkness (Mid) 5x Essence of Magic (High) 15x Essence of Magic (Mid) Awaken Bonus Increase Critical Rate by 15%. Awaken Name &amp; Image Isabelle It takes 12x or use other Assassin! Light &amp; Darkness
Scroll Light &amp; Dark Summoning Piece Temple of Wishes Early Runes Fatal,Blade ATK% / ATK% ATK% ATK% ATK% Mid Runes Violent,Blade ATK% / CRI Dmg% / ATK% ATK% CRI Dmg% ATK% Late Runes Rage,Blade ATK% / CRI Dmg% / ATK% ATK% CRI Dmg% ATK% PvP Runes Violent,
Blade ATK% / CRI Dmg% / AT ATK% ATK% CRI Dmg% ATK% All HallsTime 35:15:45 * Global Server Lexy (Fire Assassin) is a fine attack monster in Summoners War. Please come visit us and check our review! Lexy is available in May 2016 Heroes Hall. Are Fire Assassin's Hall of Heroes pieces worth
farming? Agriculture? Not beeing one of the best monster attack in The Summoners War, you may want to farm her pieces because she has a unique passive ability. Even if you don't like her, you can always feed her to her sisters of different element: Tanya-Wind Assassin, Stella-Water Assassin and
Isabelle-Dark Assassin if you are so lucky to have one! Lexy's third skill is pretty good because it has the same damage reduction as Darion-Light Vagabond and Dia [...] Read full Lexy Review Name Description Exposes weakness attacks an enemy and seeks its weakness. This attack decreases the
enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 50% chance. The verdict of death attacks the enemy twice. Each attack has a 75% chance of leaving a brand and target silence for 2 turns. (Reusable in 4 turns) Deadly (passive) seduction decreases the damage that all other allied monsters receive by 15%, and
decreases the amount of recovery of each monster on the battlefield by 50%. This effect does not accumulate with other damage reduction effects. [Automatic effect] To see details about this rune-set on Lexy consult the complete review Stella (Water Assassin) is a great monster attack in Summoners
War. Her third-qualifying number of hits scans Stella at speed (up to seven with at least 224 gears). With the skill set based on break defense (first slimming effect skill) and brand effect (second skill), Stella is often used in Dragon B10 to maximize damage production in speed teams alongside other
nukers such as Theomars, Taor or Sigmarus attack pads (Galleon, Colleen) and attack bar buffer (Verdes). Stella is also very good in raid fighting in the backline as nuker with br defense [...] Read the full Stella Review Name Description Exposes Weakness Attacks an Enemy and seeks its weakness.
This attack decreases the enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 50% chance. The verdict of death attacks the enemy twice. Each attack has a 75% chance of leaving a brand and target silence for 2 turns. (Reusable in 4 turns) Blade Dance of the Reaper attacks an enemy and lowers the attack bar by 10%
for each attack. The number of hits will increase to 7 hits depending on the speed of attack. Cooling time for [Blade Dance of the Reaper] will not be activated if the enemy is defeated. (Reusable in 6 turns) To see details about this rune-set on Stella consult the complete review Tanya (Wind Assassin) is a
good monster pvp attack in Summoners War. Tanya rune rune build Nuker build: Rage / Blade - SPD / %Crit dmg / %ATT or %ATT / %Crit dmg / %ATT with speed and accuracy substate [...] Read the full Tanya Review Name Description Exposes Weakness Attacks an Enemy and seeks its weakness.
This attack decreases the enemy's defense for 2 turns with 50% chance. Catch opportunity increases attack power and critical rate for 2 laps and instantly gives you another return. (Reusable in 5 turns) Shadow Assault attacks an enemy and disrupts his recovery Two turns. Attack another enemy with
30% increased damage if this attack kills the first target. (Reusable in 6 turns) To see details about this rune-set on Tanya consult the complete review Natalie (Light Assassin) is a good target damage dealer in Summoners War. She has three single target skills that can do very good damage, especially
the third. The first skill is, like the other Assassins, a single strike that also puts a defensive effect on the enemy with 75% chance to the maximum. Natalie's second skill is like Stella, who is a single double hit target, who also puts the brand effect on the enemy with 100% chances per max skill-up. These
two skills are very good against bosses like elementary beasts raid the dungeon and crack the worlds. The third skill is a nuking damage skill with a large multiplier (750%) which also puts the lens on the effect of silence (100% chance of activation). Also, if the target dies, all the other enemies wil [...] Read
the full Natalie Name Review Description Exposes Weakness Attacks an Enemy and seeks its weakness. This attack decreases the enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 50% chance. The verdict of death attacks the enemy twice. Each attack has a 75% chance of leaving a brand and target silence for 2
turns. (Reusable in 4 turns) Silent Reaper attacks and silences the enemy for 2 turns. If the target dies, all other enemies will receive the Silence Effect. Enemies under Silence will not be able to use cooling time skills, excluding passive abilities. (Reusable in 6 turns) To see details about this rune-set on
Natalie consult the full review Isabelle (Dark Assassin) is a monster big attack pvp in Summoners War. Isabelle rune build Nuker: Rage / Blade - SPD / %Crit dmg / %ATT or %ATT / %Crit dmg / %ATT with speed and accuracy substate [...] Read the full Isabelle Review Name Description Exposes



Weakness Attacks an Enemy and seeks its weakness. This attack decreases the enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 50% chance. Catch opportunity increases attack power and critical rate for 2 laps and instantly gives you another return. (Reusable in 5 turns) Endless Death deals damage to an enemy
and recovers a return if the enemy dies. If an enemy or ally dies when this skill is on cool, [Endless Death] will be instantly reusable again. (Reusable in 6 turns) To see details about this rune-set on Isabelle see the full review of Natalie Spotlight Review and testing for assassin light GRAD ★★★★ TIP
Attack GET FROM Scroll of Light &amp; Darkness, Temple of Wishes AWAKENED BONUS Increases critical rate by 15%. STATISTICS Level 40 (Awakened) HP: 9390 ATK: 878 DEF: SPD: 102 Qualification Skills 1: Expose weakness [330%]: Attacks an enemy and seeks his weakness. This attack
decreases the enemy's defense for 2 turns with a 25% chance. Lv.2 Damage +5% Lv.3 Damage +5% Lv.4 Harmful Effect +10% Lv.5 Damage +10% Lv.6 Harmful Effect Rate +15% Skill 2: Catch Opportunity: Increases attack power and critical chance for 2 spins. You will instantly get another turn by using
this skill. (Reusable in 6 turns) Lv.2 Cooltime Turn -1 Lv.3 Cooltime Turn -1 Skill 3: Endless Death [695%]: Causes damage to an enemy and recovers a return if the enemy dies. If an enemy or ally dies when this skill is on cool, [Endless Death] will be instantly reusable again. (Reusable in 6 turns) Lv.2
Damage +5% Lv.3 Damage +5% Lv.4 Damage +10% Lv.5 Damage +10% Lv.6 Cooltime Turn -1 Runes Recommended Fatal+Blade (Atk%/Atk%/Atk%) Fury+Blade (Atk%/CritDmg%/Atk%) Violent+Revenge (Atk%/CritDmg/Atk%) State Priorities CritRate% CritDmg% Atk% Spd HP% Review Isabelle has a
wonderful synergistic and self-sufficient kit – crit awakening, auto atk/crit buffs, and a reset mechanic! It is worth noting that her S3 does not proc itself - a kill with it will not refresh the cooldown - so despite her similarities Tanya she has a different role; Start a GW match of instagibbing someone, taking in
the remaining guy a turn or three later, and then immediately using S3 to finish the last nerd. Cooldowns should generally align quite well between it and Mantura/Luer that you can get a def break and atk/crit buff until in time to finish the third guy. Or you can use it any way you want, I mean, it's probably
her ideal rotation. Strengths: Weaknesses: Worth Evolve to: 6 Stars Monster Synergy Soon Rating/ScoreDungeonArena OffenseArena DefenseLate gameOverallAverage Score from all categories. darkmonstersreviewrunesummoners war
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